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Research relevance: the term «concept» is widely studied, both in foreign and in Russian linguistics, but this term is constantly receiving various additions and content updates. For this work concept «Tolerance» was chosen, because now it has wide use in human activities.

Purpose: to determine the main approaches to the study of concepts of domestic and foreign scholars; to analyze the concept «Tolerance».

Tasks: to give an explanation of the concept of "concept", to examine main types of concepts and its structure; to find out the term of conceptosphere, conceptualization and categorization; to give a definitional analysis of the concept «Tolerance»; to study the etymology of the concept of «Tolerance»; to determine the number of synonymous of the concept «Tolerance» and to examine their differences; to make a corps analysis of the concept «Tolerance».

Theoretical and practical significance: is to study the functions of cognitive linguistics, cultural linguistics, psycholinguistics. The practical significance of this work is in fact that the developed recommendations can be used in solving problems in the sphere of semantics and pragmatics.

Results of the research: to study the structure of the concept «Tolerance», to give a classification of phrases with noun "tolerance", to find out the most and least types of represented phrases with the word "tolerance".